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BRAKE SQUEAL RESULTS FROM friction-induced vibrations. This phenomenon is con
sidered here and interpreted as a flutter instability of the steady sliding solution of an 
dastic solid in unilateral contact with friction with a moving obstacle. A mechanical 
analysis of the govcrning equations is givcH. in particular to obtain the steady sliding 
solutioH. The stability analysis of this solution is discussed. A numerical analysis 
by the fini te clement method is pcrformed in order to compute the steady sliding 
solution aHd to discuss its stability for an automotive disk brake. The validation of 
the Humerical proccdurc is examined in relation with some analytical results of the 
lit cra t me. 

1. Introduction 

THE PROBLDI OF BR),.KE :-SOISES has been intensively discussed in various exper
imental or theoretical investigations up to the present time. Different kinds of 
noises and Yibrations can be identified in common drum or disk brakes following 
their frequencies ( e.g. [2, 12]). Brake squeals result from high frequency vibra
tions (greater than 5000 Hz) and have a relatively pure spectrum composed of a 
few main frequenc:ies acc:ompanied by some harmonies. Although a brake squeal 
does not affect the rnec:hanic:al behaviour of the brake, it is less and less ac:c:epted 
by the passengers. The conditions under whic:h a squeal oc:c:urs are relatively well 
known. .\Iost experiments showed that the brake squeal is more exc:ited at low 
than at high speeds (less than 30 km/h). Squeal oc:c:urs only over limited ranges 
of brake pressure and is most prevalent at low temperature (less than 150° C). 
The source of noise is attributed to the vibrations of brake c:omponents suc:h 
as drum or pad and disk, and brake noises are generated mainly by the sliding 
phenomena. 
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Our objecti\·e is to present in this paper a mechanical analysis of brake squeal. 
The principal interpretation is the fact that brake squeal is a consequence of the 
flutter instability of the steady sliding solution of the pad on the disk for a disk 
brake. This analysis leads to the system of gon!rning equations to be considered 
and enables us to determine the steady sliding solution. The fact that the clisk 
is in rotation can be easily taken into account sinc:e the system rernains in small 
strains. The determination of the steacly slicling solution is discnssed as a fonction 
of the coefficient of friction. In partic:ular, the conditions ensuring the existence or 
the uniqueness of the steacly slicling solution are discussed since for high friction, 
the steady slicling solution may be not unique or does not even exist. 

The stability of a steady sliding solution is consiclered in the second part. Per
turbed motions of the mechanical system of pad and disk near the steady sliding 
solution are i11troduccd. Under the assumption of a slip regime. the dynamic 
solution can be simplifiecl and the perturbed slip motions can be considered. 
Stability analysis with respect to these motions can be discussed and leads to the 
solution of a generalized eigem·alue problern with unsymmetric mass and rigiclity 
matrices. This non-symrnetr)· is due to the presenœ of friction as \Yell as of the 
disk rotation. The existence of an eigenvaluc with a positive real part and a 
non-zero irnaginary part implies necessarily an instabilitv b~- flutter of the steacly 
sliding solution. 

The numeric:al aspect of the problem is con::;iclerecl in the thircl part. The 
steady slicling solution can he cleterminecl by solution of the nonlinear problcm 
in the vehicle reference lw itcrntions. Once this solution is obtainecl, its stability 
analysis can be perforrnccl. ThC' acloptecl pruceclure is basccl npon a modal basis 
of frec ,·ibrations. The generalizecl cigrm,ll11c prohlcrn is solvecl in this basis 
of fonctions and the cigenwctors arc generated liy a finite numbcr of the first 
vibration modes. The numcrical procrclme i:-: first validatecl on the problcm of 
contact with friction of infini te elastic lan'rs ,,·hich has been clisc11ssed analytically 
by ADA:VIS [1] and by l\L\RTI"iS et al. [10]. Then an cxample of disk brakc is 
consiclered. 

2. Governing equations 

The system of disk and pad is consiclerccl in t hc vchicle axes ( O:i:), which is 
a Galilean reference set, since the vehiclc motion is assurnecl to procccd at con
stant velocity. In this reforence, the pacl is an elastic solicl Pin small cleformation. 
For simplicity, it is assurned that this solid is unclcr the action of implicd dis
placements (by the brake action) and contact forces \Vith the disk on a potential 
contact surface S. If up ( x, t) and ap ( x, t) denote respectivcly the displacement 
and stress at the point x and time t, the clynamic equations for the pacl P arc 
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\;/ XE S. 

In t his expression, Ris the reaction of the disk D, which is related to the relative 

displacernent and Yelocity of the two solids following the unilateral contact and 
Coulomb's law of dry friction with a constant coefficient of friction, although 

more elaborated moclels can be proposecl, e.g. [2, 13]. 
Let w be the rotation \·elocity of the clisk around the axis Ox3 . It is convenient 

to consider the rotating axes (OX), \Yhere OX3 coïncides with Ü.T3. The equa

tions of motion of the solid D in axes ( 0 X) are simply the dynamic equations of 
an clastic solid at small deformation in a relatiw reference 

(2.2) ~ = L : vU, Di\· I: - Pr = 0, 'ï/ X E D 0 

with 

(2.3) 
') 

1 = re + rr + 2wk /\ Vr = -w-r + U,tt +2wk /\ U,t, 

\Yhcrc D 0 denotes the undcformecl \·olumc of the disk in these axes, and E = 
E(X, t), [J = U(X. t) are respectin,ly the stress tensor and clisplaccment vector. 

It is necessary to aclopt the whicle axes ( ()J;) and a change of variables must be 

iutrocluc:ccl. This change of \·ariables cc1n be cxprcssed in tenns of the cylindrical 

coorclinates as shmn1 in Fig. 1: 

FIG. 1. A mode! of clisk brake. 

(2.4) X=(r,cp,z), x=(r,0,z), 0=c/;+wt. 

The change of Yariablcs 

(2.5) u(r, 0, z. t) = U(r, 0 - wt, z, t), U(r, cp, z, t) = u(r, cp + wt, z, t) 
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(2.6) a(r, e, z, t) = I;(r, 0 - wt, z, t), I;(r, <p, z, t) = a(r, cf!+ wt, z, t) 

gives in the Galilean axes ( Ox) 

(2.7) a= L: vu, Div a - PÎ = O. V :r E D. 

(2.8) Î = w2 (-r + u,00 +2k /\ u,0) + 2w(u,0t +k /\ u.1) + u,tt 

with the boundary condition 

(2.9) a · n = - R, \/ x E S, 

and implied displacements along the axis of rotation Ox3 . It is also important to 
give the expression of the material velocity v(x, t) in this reference system. From 
the expression of the velocity of a material point in the rotating axes 

v = Ve + v;. = wk /\ r + U,t , 

it follows that 

(2.10) v(x. t) = w(k /\ r + u,0) + u,t. 

The conditions of unilateral contact and dry friction of the solids P and D 
can be written now. On the surface S of contact, which is assumed initially 
without the normal gap, the condition of non-penetration is 

(2.11) [u]N = (up - u) · n 2: O. V x ES. 

The unilateral contact condition giws 

(2.12) [u]N 2: 0, RN 2: 0, [u]N RN = 0, V x E S. 

The relative velocity of material points in contact is 

(2.13) w(x, t) = u,F (:r, t) - v(x, t) = [ul,t -wk /\ r - wu,g. 

Coulomb's friction law can be written as 

(2.14) 

The previous expressions for Î and w shmv that a possible approximation of 
the solution is obtained by assuming that the relative velocity is due simply to the 
rotation of the disk. and one can retain in the dynarnic equation of the clisk only 
the centrifugal forces and neglect all other terrns of rotation. This approximation 
A consists in writing 

(2.15) Î = -w2r + u,tt, w(x, t) = [ul,t -wk /\ r. 
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3. Steady sliding solution 

The steady state solution is obtained when u(x, t) does not depend on t. 

Thus, the steady state solution is governecl by the following equations: 

(3.1) ap = L: vuP, Div ap = 0, V .TEP, ap · n = -R, V x ES, 

(3.2) a = L: vu, Div a - Pî = 0, V x ED, a· n = -R, V x E S, 

(3.3) Î = w 2(-r + u,00 +2k /\ 11.0) 

together with Eqs. (2.11), (2.12), (2.14) and the following expression of the rela

tiYe velocity 
(3.4) w(x, t) = -w(k /\ r + 11,0 ). 

The approximation A consists in solving the following equations: 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

ap = L: vvP, 

a = L : vu. 

Div ap = 0, V x E P, ap · n = -R, V x E S, 

2 Diva+pwr=0, V xED, a·n=-R, V xES, 

togethcr with Eqs. (2.11). (2.12), (2.14) with w(x, t) = -wk /\ r. 'l:Vithin this 

approximation. sincc the relative vclocity is not zero, the transverse reaction RT 
'W 

has the direction of -T with T = M. Finally, the steady sliding solution is 

gi\·en by Eqs. (2.11). (2.12) and 

(3.7) aP = L: vuP. Di\· aP = 0, V x E P, aP · n = -Rsn + J R]',;T, 

V XE S. 

(3.8) a= L: vu, Div a+ pw2r = 0, V x ED, a· n = -Ri'-.;n + J RNT, 

V XE S. 

Thcsc equations can also be \Hitten in the form 

(3.9) J vvP: L: v5u dV + J vu: L: vfo dV - J w2r · fo dV 

I' D D 

+ J (Rv[foLv + f R1vT · [ôu]T) dS = 0, 

s 

togcther with (2.11) and (2.12). To understand the mathematical nature of the 

problem of steady sliding in the approximation A, let us consider the associatcd 
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cliscrete problem obtaincd from thcse equations after cliscretization by the finite 
clement method, for example. If U = (Ux, Ur, Uz) clenotes for each solicl the 
degrees of freeclom representing respectively the normaL tangential displacements 
of the contact surface and other complementary displaccments in the solid. the 
governing equations arc. for each solicL 

where 1> clenotes the appropriate matrix. The elimination of U z leads to a matrix 
equation in terms of 6 = U P - U 

Finally, the normal clisplaccment b..N is related to the normal reaction RN by 

(3.10) 

(3.11) "'k Rk O "'k Rk 0 Ll. N 2:'. 0. N 2:'. · L..l. S ,Y = , \/k = 1,m. 

This is a linear complcmentary problem, (cf. COTTLE rt al. [5]. ISAC [ïj or 
KLARBRl'."\G [9]): 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

It shoulcl be rccallecl that for a gi\·en [F], this problem has one ancl only one 
solution if the matrix [A.] is a P-matrix. This property mcans that [A] satisfics 
the condition of P-positivity 

(3.14) [A.] is a P-rnatrix {::} ::l such that L X;A. 17 XJ > 0 
j 

\/ X#- O. 

In facL the existence of a solution is still ensurecl if [A] satisfies only a co-P
positivity condition: 

(3.15) [A] is a co-P-matrix {::} ::l such tlrnt L XiA.ijX.i > 0 
j 

\/ X #- 0, X 2:: O. 
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As 11suaL for a vector, the compact notation X 2': 0 means the component-wise 
condition Xi 2': 0 for all i. This condition is similar to the P-positivity condition 
but is concerned only with vectors of nonnegative components. It has been 

established for a matrix not necessarily symmetric that 

(3.16) 

(3.1 ï) 

Positivc-clefiniteness ⇒ P-positivity ⇒ Co-P-positivity, 

Positive-definitcnc,;s ⇒ Co-positivity ⇒ Co-P-po,;itivity. 

For symmetric matrice,;, it is also truc that P-positivity ancl positive-definitcness 

are eq11ivalcnt, 
(3.18) Positive-clefinitcncss <=;, P-positivity. 

\Yhcn the full expressions (3.3), (3A) of~/ and w are taken into account, the 
discussion can be clone in the same ,;pirit and leads again to a complemcntary 

problern. 
The significancr of the quadratic form [R,\-J'r[A][R.v] is wry simple. It rcpre

sents the \York clonr by the normal reactions R_vD..x of the system ,xhen subjccted 

to the contact reac:tion R = R_vn + f R.vT ancl to hornogeneously impliecl dis
placement. Tlw condition of po,;iti\·ity ,;totes t hat for any non-zero distribution 
of normal rcactions. the work donc by this distribution is positive. The condition 
of co-P-positi\·ity is rnuch \veaker. it statcs that for èUff non-zero and positiw 
distribution of the normal reactions. there exists at least one stricth· positi\·e 

normal displacemcut associatccl \Yith a strictly positiw normal reaction. 
The contribution of the rotation terms to the rigiclity matrix of the solid D 

corresponds to smne aclclitional symmetric matrices, since the following expres

sions holcl: 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

.l u ·0/J ·r)u dV 

[) 

./ (/,: A 11.0 ) · fo rW 
[) 

-l ll,O ôu.o dV 

[) 

./ det[k. v,o, ôu] dV = .l -clet[k, v.. ôu.o] dV 

D D 

= .l dct[k, ôu,o, u] dV. 

D 

After partial integration \Ùth respect to 0 in the inten·al [ü, 27T]. thesc expressions 
arc symmetric with respect to (u, clu). Uncler the assumption of srnall rotations, 
w remains sufficiently small. the contribution of the.se additional tcrms to the 
rigidity of solid D cloes not change its positivity. 

The fact that the co-P-positivity condition is satisfied depcncls on the con

sidered problern. Even for elastic solids at small strains, it is not clifficult to give 
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simple examples showing that the possibility of steady slicling cloes not exist for 

a sufficiently high friction coefficient. 

4. Stability analysis of the steady sliding solution 

The stability of the steady sliding solution is obtained from the behaviour of 

the perturbecl motions of the system near the considered steady solution. This 
discussion is a priori difficult since a small perturbed motion near the steady 

solution is not necessarily governed by linear equations. It is well known that the 

unilateral contact and Coulomb's la,vs are non-smooth and cannot be linearized 
at the steady state, e.g. [3, 8, 10 - 11, 14 - 20]. It is assumed first that the 

steady sliding solution satisfies on the contact surface S the condition of effective 
contact 

( 4.1) 

It is then expected that a small perturbed motion cannot lead to a separation 

of the contact at any point of S, at least at the early tüne. This remark enablcs 

us to consider only in-contact motions of the solids on the contact surface S. to 
avoid the clifficulties related to the unilateral aspect. 

Even in these motions, it is necessary to separate the slip regime w -/- 0 
from the stick rcgime w = O. The problem of stick-slip motions has been much 
discussecl in the literature. In particular, for a simple oscillator, the modification 
of the initial frequency has been consiclerecl, ( cf. for example POPP and STELTEH 

[18]) for a velocity-dependent coefficient of friction. The stick-slip motion lias 

been computed for a three-dimensional oscillator by CHO and BARBER Hl. The 
stick-slip motions play an important role in most contact problems ( cf. ZH.-\RII 

[20]), in particular in the study of noise emission. Howe\-cr, the presence of stick
slip motions is a source of difficulty and in this stability analysis, only the slip 
motions will be explored. C nder this restriction, the equations of motion can 
be effectively linearizcd near the steady sliding solution. Let u* and a* be the 

diff erences 

(4.2) 

,vhere Ue, ae refer to the steady sliding solution, and 1lp, ap to the perturbcd mo
tion. For small perturbations, u* and a* are governcd by the linearized equations 
at the steady sliding state. Thus, the following equations hold for the slip motions 
in the vicinity of the steady sliding state: 

(4.3) 

V XE s, 
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(ci...!) a*=L:Vu*. Diva*-pÎ*=O, V xED, a*·n=-R*, 

\/XE 5, 

(4.5) Î* = w2 (u*.oo +2k !\ u*,e) + 2w(u*,ot +k !\ u*,t) + u*,tt, 

( 4.6) [u.*]x = o. 
In thcse equations. the tangent reac:tion Rj, is related to the normal reac:tion RN 
by the linearized expression of the cquation 

(4.ï) 

(4.8) 

* * w* w · w* 
RT = - f RNT - f Rs( M - w7G7îï3) with 

w* = [u*,t] - wu*,e. 

These equations c:an also be c:onveniently ,nitten under the variational form of 

the virtual work cquation. For the solid P, the c:lassic:al equation 

(4.9) / pu*P,tt -ou dV + J Vu*P: L: Vou dV = J R* · cîu dS 

p p s 

is obtained. For the solid D, the following cquation holds: 

(4.10) J pu* ,tt ·CÎu dV + 2w / p( u* ·Ot -rfo + det[k, u* ,t, ou]) dV 

D [) 

+ J Vu* : L : Vou. dV + w 2 J ( v.* ,00 ·Ou+ 2 det[k, u* ,0, ou]) dV 

D D 

= - J R* . Ou dS. 

s 

In this equation. it shoulcl be noted that the terms iriYolving u* ,t are skew

symmetric: while the terms involving u* ,tt or u are symmetric:. If the solution 

is searc:hed for in the form (u*,R*) = (d(x),r(x)) expst, the eigenvalues 8 and 

eigenyectors d must satisfy the equation: 

( 4.11) s2 J pdP · Ou clV + J V dP : L : V Ou clV = J r · Ou clS 

p p s 
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for the solid P. For the solid D, the following equation holds: 

(4.12) s2 
/ pdD · ou dV + s 2w ! p(dD,0 ·OU+ det[k, dD, ou]) dV 

D D 

+ f 'v dD : L : 'v 01t dV + w
2 f (-dD ,0 ·Ou,0 +2 det[k, dD ,0, 01t]) dV 

D D 

= - ! r · ou dS. 

s 

After discretization by the finite element method with the nodal shape fonctions 

M(x) 
n 

(4.13) d(x) = I: diM(x), 
i=l 

the following matrix equations hold: 

(4.14) (s2 [MP] + [KP])[dp] = [rp], (s2 [MD] + s[GR] + [KD] 

+[KDR])[dD] = -[rD] 

P T D T with [d ] = [dp, dn·, dN] , [d ] = [dN, dDT, do] , where the notation 
rfT\,, dDT, dD refers to different nodal values of solid D, respectiwly to the normal 

and tangent nodal displacements on the contact surface, and to othcr nodal dis

placements elsewhere. Note that [GR] is skew-symmetric and [KIi] is a symmetric 

matrix. Thus, the cffect of rotation of D is finally expressccl by a gyroscopic tcrm 

and by an additional symmetric rigiclity. The force matrices [rP] and [rD] arc 

related by 
[rp] = [0,rr,rNr, [rD] = [rN,r1,0{. 

From the expression for Ry, the following equation holds: 

whcrc [A], [Br], [BN] are some appropriate square matrices. From the expression 

of [rN] 

[rN] = (s 2[M1¼_] + [K;_])[dP] = -(s2 [MJ.] + s[G~.] + [KJ.] + [K~_])[dD], 

rr and rN can be written in terms of the displacement [d] 

[dp,dpr,dN,dDr,dDjY, Finally, the eigenvalues s and eigenvectors [d] must sat

isfy the condition 

(4.15) {s2([M] - f [ml)+ s([G] - f [€]) + [K] + [KR] - f [k]} [d] = [ü], 
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with 

Mj:p MfaN Mj;T 0 0 

M{p M{N Mfr 0 0 

[M] M/_;p M/;T 
p Q 

MN]\'+ MNN M~T M~D 

0 0 M:jN M:jT M:jD 

0 0 M2x M2T M2v 

Kj:p Kj:N KJ:r 0 0 

K!{,p K!{,N K!jy 0 0 

[K] = K~p K~T K~N +K~N 
Q 

KNT K.~D 

0 0 Kfv K:}T K:}D 

0 0 K2N K2r K2n 

0 0 0 0 0 

il> M f; P il>M,¼r il>M,~JV 0 0 

[m] = 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 - il> Mf T\. -il>MHr -it>Mfln 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 A 0 -A 0 

[C] = 0 0 () 0 0 

0 -A -il>GR,;0 A - il>GR,~ -il>GR,i 

0 0 () 0 () 

[ p:t 0 () 

[k] 
il>K,¼r il>KkN + EN 

0 -il>(KD + KDR)NN - EN 

0 0 

0 0 

Br 0 

-il>(KD + KDR)NT - Br -il>(KD + KDR)ND 

0 0 
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ü ü 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

[G] 0 0 GlJN G~T G1!,D 

0 0 GR 
TN Gf,T Gf,D 

0 0 G~N G~T G~D 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 KDR 
NN 

KDR 
NT 

KDR 
ND 

0 0 KDR 
TN 

KDR 
TT 

KDR 
TD 

0 0 KDR 
DN 

KDR 
DT 

KDR 
DD 

This eigenvalue problem can be \Yritten as 

(4.16) (s 2 [M] + s [Z] + [K])[d] = o, 

[M] = [M] - f [ml, [Z] = [G] - f [t]. [K] = [K] + [KR] - f [k]. 

Thus the presence of friction breaks the symmctrv of t hc mass and rigicli ty ma
trices in the eigcnvalue problem to be soh·ed. Since t hc numerical solution of this 
non-symmetric problcm of dimension n is time-c:ousuming. a rcduction of the di
mension of the problem is necessary. Thus, it is interesting to consiclcr the basis 
of vibration modes Dk of the icleal associatecl systcm definecl bv t hc equations 
( of dimension n) 

(4.lï) (s6[.M] + [K])[D] = [O]. 

Let Dk, k = l, m clenote the first m vibration modes. The reduction of ,·ariable 
consists in searching for [d] in this basis: 

(4.18) 

Finally, the eigenvalue s and eigenvector [q] are clefined by an eigenvalue problem 
of dimension m 

(4.19) (s2 [M] + s[Z] + [K])[q] = [ü], 

[M] = [Cir[M][C], [Z] = [Cj1"[Z][C], [K] = [Cir[R][C]. 

The solution of (4.19) leacls to the complex eigenYalues sk and complex eigen
vectors Qk. Since u*(x, t) = Ni(x) ~ (Lk ak CijQkj exp skt), it is concluclecl 
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that the steacly slicling solution is unstable if there exists an eigenvalue with a 

positive real part. Although it is not necessary, the choice of this modal basis 

is interesting since the dynamic beliaviour of the system is well generated by a 

small number of modes, in practice m ~ n. 

5. Validation of the numerical procedure 

The proposed nurnerical procedure is first validated on a sample problem 

which is the sliding of a rigid plate on an elastic infinite layer, (cf. Fig. 2). The 

problem was analytically discussed by ::\IARTI'.'lS et al. [11] for the case of an 

elastic half-space, and by ADAMS [1], MOIROT [12] for the case of two elastic 

layers. The case of an infinite layer is interesting since a closed-form solution 

can be obtained for any coefficient of friction, in contrast with the case of the 

half-space. 

\ 
'---+--

rigid plate 
..,..__ \\' 

elastic layer 

::~ __ ,_: _,'' ___;_~=·~~~ 
~~.......-------~7-<++-i 

~~ 
~~~. ~--~~ 

mmk 2. lJ 15' Hz mode 3. l3 357 Hz 

11111 == f1lll(k 5. 1-4 2~3 Hl mode 6, 14 283 Hz 

mode 8. 16 150 Hz mode 9. 16 150 HL 

mode 10. 18 323 Hi mode li, 1~323Hz 

FIG. 2. The sliding problem of a rigid plate on an infinite elastic layer and the vibration 
basis. 
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5.1. Sliding of a rigid plate on an elastic layer 

The governing equations are 

(À+ 2µ)11,xx +µ11,yy +(À+ µ)v,xy = p11,tt, 

(>- + 2µ)v,yy +rw,xx +(>- + tt)11,xy = PV,tt, 

with boundary conditions 

11(x, -h, t) = v(x, -h, t) = 0, 

and interface conditions on S 

<5 - v ~ 0, ayy :S 0, (<5 - v)ayy = 0 Y x, y= 0, 

<p = laxyl - f ayy :S 0, W - 11,t = Vaxy, v ~ 0, v<p = O. 

The steady sliding solution exists for all f, 

11 = <5f (y+ h) À: 
2
µ sign (W), v = <5(y + h). 

The eigenvalue problem ( 4.16) has been discussed for a solution 11* of the form 

11* = R exp (st) exp (k.r)U(y), k E C, s E C. 

lt has been shown that there exists s with R(s) > 0 for any f > 0, thus the steady 
sliding solution with friction is always unstable. The mechanism of instability 
can be understood by the study of the trajectory of the eigenvector s(f) in the 
complex plane as a fonction off. For f = 0, all modes are double. \Vhen f 
increases from 0, most eigenvalues remain purely imaginary while some of them 
are splitting into two complex, simple eigenvalues with a non-zero real part. 

5.2. Numerical validation 

The modal basis Dk, k = l, m, is first computed by the solution of the 
Eqs. ( 4.17). As usual, these frequencies of vibration can be obtained with great 
precision. The relative error of the computed frequencies as a fonction of the 
mesh size is less than 1 % for the 30 first frequencies with the mesh 12 x 36. 
Figure 2 presents some modes and the associated frequencies of vibration. 

The solution of the Eq. (4.19) for a chosen basis Dk, k = l,m can be donc 
following the standard methods available for example in the Nastran code. Hes
senberg's method seems to give good numerical results. lt is recalled that Hes
senberg's method is obtained in two steps, a reduction to a Hessenberg matrix 
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and an iteration by a QR algorithm. This method gives all eigenvalues and the 

associated eigenvectors are obtained by inverse iterations. 
The variations of the frequencies as fonctions of the friction are computed 

with m = 200 and with the 12 x 36 mesh, and n = 829. These frequencies are 

obtained with error smaller than 3% compared to the exact values. It is found 

that good results can be obtained with a small number of modes, in practice 

m = 200 is sufficient. These results confirmed numerically the observation that 

the steady sliding solution is unstable by flutter when friction is introduced. 

FIG. 3. Flutter instability of the steady sliding solution of the pad-disk system. The 
real parts of some unstable modes are presented. 
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6. Numerical results for a disk brake 

A disk brake is considcred with a finite element mesh using 17860 nodal 
points, n = 53580 is the numbcr of degrees of freedom. The pacl is submittcd to 
a uniform pressure on the uppcr face. Under the approximation A. the stcacly 
slicling solution can be obtained within 3 iterations. The associatcd normal pres
sure is strictly positive on the whole contact surface, thus the assumption of 
effective contact is satisfied. The solution of (4.19) is again clone using a basis of 
fonctions composed of m = 200 first vibration modes of the perfect system. For 
f = 0.4, the unstablc modes among the first 70 eigenmodes are modes 19, 2-L 
30, 32, 40, 48, 51, 56, 60, 63, 66, 68 of frequencies 5275, 6483, 8574, 9113, 11418, 
11951, 12610, 13721, 14716, 15302, 15534, 15746, respectively. The real parts of 
the most unstable modes 32, 48, 51, 68, 63, 66 can be found in Fig. 3. 

7. Concluding remarks 

It is expccted that, in the spirit of Hopf's bifurcation, after a flutter instability 
the dynarnic response of the system will eventually become perioclic with clifferent 
phases of stick, slip and separation regimes, as it can be observecl in various 
examples of the literature, (cf. [12 - 20]). Brake squeal results as a con,:;eqnence 
of this perioclic regime. The frequencies of the perioclic responses, if thcy cxist, 
are howe\·er not directly related to the flutter modes although they rnay remain 
close. From the analysis of the mechanism of flutter. our analysis leacls already 
to some suggestions in order to impede such an instability. 
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